Why There Could be Chance of Asteroid Hit in the Coming Four Years?

Research By Dr. Andrew Nassif & Talal Khalaf
The relationship between weather forecasters and the age of the Earth based on gravity of the earth now I think that the ground will change speed less spin around itself due to the change in the angle of rotation of the earth on its axis any increase angle and the occurrence of a major disaster in the ground in the coming years, or rather 2013. Had previously occurred disasters in the ground and there is evidence to prove it?
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My Intake on this is that there may be a possibility of an actual asteroid hitting earth and causing a major disaster to the ground as seen on, www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8Ctj1R7ukU. However it is only days that can tell us for sure, because there's a huge possibility that is will miss but also a possibility that it may hit. We can tell only through time.
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